The SRA's Arrive

**ARP Pushes On**

Jim Cooper

Although you may not have realized it, female undergraduates have been involved in the ARP since the very beginning. The fact, however, that there has been a female presence at the Caltech campus and student associations for several years now is being brought to the attention of the public by the ARP. The association has been associated with the Research Project since the very beginning, and is serving as a liaison with the Claremont Colleges. A female student, as she has come here many times in the last three years, especially to the House thatlicken built — so many times in fact that she has been made an honorary member of that House, senior class. She also has been associated with the Research Project very nearly since its beginning, and is serving as a liaison with the Claremont Colleges. As she has been in the English Literature major, she will also be doing work in the areas of public relations and administration. She also has recently become extremely interested in research on the biological effects of air pollution.

The second of the research associates of the ARP to arrive here was Nancy Grana, a junior at Cornell College in New York. She has been involved in the ARP since the beginning, and is serving as an associate with the Research Project. She has been involved in the ARP since the very beginning, and is serving as a liaison with the Claremont Colleges. As she has been in the English Literature major, she will also be doing work in the areas of public relations and administration. She also has recently become extremely interested in research on the biological effects of air pollution.

The third of the ARP’s student research associates who look over plans for their proposed role in the research project.

From left to right, they are Helene Silverblatt, Nancy Grana, and Marcia Hunt. Notices

**ASME MEETING**

An important meeting will be held Monday, May 4, 1968 at 7 p.m. at the Club. Professor H. N. Gilbert will be our speaker. Come!

HELP!

The California Tech Circulation Staff needs members of the student body. Plenty of opportunity for advancement. Get paid! Make MONEY!!! for entering fresh, soph, what have you. If you have a free car, need body work, special nights in Culbertson, as usual. Free coffee and donuts. All duties will be explained.

**DORPHUS IS AN ALTE COCEUT**

Cocoon's "Beauty and the Beast" will be the feature show this Thursday morning at 8 a.m. The movie will be free to wagon ticket holders, $1.25 for all others. The ASCIT Board of Trustees invites all to attend.

**ASCIT REFORM**

The Encom meeting to make ASCIT a more vital, active student organization is open. All interested in involvement are encouraged to attend. Meetings are every Thursday at 4 p.m. in Student Union Club.

**ADMINISTRATION ON DRAFT**

Donald H. Moore, Mr. Weldon, the Registrar, will be holding a meeting tomorrow, March 17, in the Student Union Club.

**SPECIFIC HERSHEY BAR FREEZES**

The Draft, Defections, and Decision Making. Vance Geier, Asoc. Youth Services Secretary, American Friends Service Committee, will be the speaker. Discussion in Ricketts House, Thursday, Feb. 29 at 7:15 P.M.

**What is Liberty?**

"This, then, is the appropriate region of human liberty. It con-
Letters

Spencer Fans Draft

Editors:
The draft (conscription) is in violation of individual freedom and personal responsibility, and the totalitarian state which this evokes is more fair; compounding the evil of conscription by inflicting it upon more people is only compounding the injustice. Asserting that “national service” is an involuntary assumption of “obligation to the nation” is advocating fascism. Those who urge universal conscription with the option of voluntary service are merely trying to play upon some people altruistic, moral and decent motives. As such, “community service” does not harm them, even though they should think our conduct involves harm to others. “They are granting the mechanism, of course, by which the totalitarian machinery of conscription with the option of voluntary service is more fair; compounding the evil of conscription by inflicting it upon more people. This is basically the idea once seemed reasonable that some dollars from Teckers might voluntarily be diverted to some charities. It is more interesting. In nearly all modern political discussion and brought about by the conscription by inflicting it upon more people in order to impose their own preconceptions. The first signature of an editorial indicates the author's name may be put forward with a totally light heart to senior finals and Viet Nom. To what extent are these dollars now being put? Burton Housman

We hereby also offer you all of the GAC mentioned above. In addition to the tacitly understood secret category of GAC, we are sure that the men of our staff will join the staff in order to lighten the work-load of these fair damsels which we dastardly editors would otherwise dump on them. Thus, the opportunity for GAC is greater than ever, and we can only say that the opportunity for advancement is tremendous. (Look at us! We’re editors!) In conclusion, therefore, join the Tech staff and lose your security clearance.

Jim Cooper
Dave Love
Alan Stein

(Continued from page 1)

thoughts and feelings absolutely freedom of opinion and sentiment on all subjects. Secondly, the principle requires liberty of tastes and pursuits; of framing the plan of our life to suit our own character; of doing as we like, with-out impediment from our fellow creatures, so long as what we do does not harm them, even though they should think our conduct foolish, pernicious, or wrong. Thirdly, from this liberty of each individual, follows the liberty, within the same limits, of combination among individuals; freedom to unite, for any purpose not involving harm to others.” —John Stuart Mill
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In the infield event, Tech could only manage three fourths place. In the hurdles, the doubles team of Levinson, Mac­Donald and Ruth tied for seventh and second. Mike Sperry won the bottom of the hurdles, third in the high jump, while Levinson and MacDonald placed second and third in the triple jump. While Levinson and MacDonald were second and third in the long jump as well as in the triple jump while Schultz won the 120 yard hurdles. Gag­ney was third in the highs and the triple jump. Redlands swept another event, the pole vault.

With the exception of Fox's victory in the triple jump, the other field events' outcome could change no better than third. Brewer placed third in the long jump and Piler­schowd was third in the high jump. Redlands swept another event, the pole vault.

Due to the poor conditions, the times were not extremely fast, Redland's one-man team, Jerry Proctor, even though victorious, was not outstanding in terms of speed. Saturday the Bearers go against a much more evenly matched team, Pomona.

The Bearers sprinters were not so lucky as their only place victo­ries were by Tarjan and An­thi, both had the misfortune of running out a 600 passing to San Diego State in a narrow race, but could not produce a single victory or a second in the two relay events.


e by Dixon

The Beaver track team, on the strength of its weight team, placed second in the SCIAC relays losing only to perennial­powerhouse Redlands. They scored a total of 78 points to Redlands' 106 and defeated Whittier, 72.

In the relays, the Caltech weightmen dominated the meet. The Tech team of Levinson, Mac­Donald, and Athienios took first in the discus while the team of Levinson, Ruth, and Blaschko won the shotput. Levinson was the top Tecker in both events and was second overall in the discus. In the javelin, Martin out­shouted Durrant by 1¼ feet as they took first and second.

Tech's only other victories were in the triple jump and the high hurdles. Fox captured the triple jump while Schlau­ta won the 120 yard hurdles. Martin led the team's hopes were lowered by being personal duels between the Whittier miler and the Redlands sprinter.

In the distance medley, con­cluded the field events portion of the meet. To leg, the team of Jensen, Antaki, Ruth, and Blaschko placed third in the triple jump and the high hurdles. Fox captured the triple jump while Schlau­ta won the 120 yard hurdles. Martin led the team's hopes were lowered by being personal duels between the Whittier miler and the Redlands sprinter. The Caltech, trying to win the team's fare, managed to resurrect one game in the doubles contest.

Meanwhile, back on the home stretch, the 4 by 4100 meter relay was looking even worse. Crawford, Smith, and Zassenhaus managed a 6:50.32, 3rd place. Unfortunately, he was never­theless overwhelmed by Banský who ran a 4:49.61, 1st place. Tyson and Hall rose to the occasion and did just that by taking first and third. With the pressure off the relay, the team's score was increased to 102-43. The shut­out was finally swept away by running out a 600 passing to San Diego State in a narrow race, but could not produce a single victory or a second in the two relay events.
Spencer Speaks On

"Wretched Puzzle!"

Castled is Caste

After a round of tryouts, the entire student ASCIT Musical, The Castle, has been announced. Rehearsals for the ensemble of nearly forty are already in full swing under the director of everyman's life is no less intrinsically non-totalitarian. It is just another mechanism for administering what is still basically a totalitarian state; that is a state which can dispose of the lives of its subjects. Any liberty that has existed in the past in America has been because the state, by historical accident, did not interfere with it and not because it could not. It is quite obvious that even a constitutional democracy can do anything by suitable legal sophism in spite of its constitution or by direct amendment of its constitution). Democracy is not a synonym for or even a component of freedom. It makes no difference to a victim whether he is being oppressed by a majority or a minority, for a majority democracy is responsible for instituting the draft. Caltech faculty who feed off government research money and society which engages in one has no consistent grounds for abstaining from the other. Your act of sanctioning the draft.

Craig Spencer

Harkness Cont'd.

of PCC, Karen has had considerable dance and choreography experience in school, Shari played Barbara, Noah's wife, in last year's A Game of Chance Played in the Rain and has been an ensemble of nearly forty Caltech students who live off government scholarship money. Karen has been a vocal soloist for three years with the Glee Club and is now baritone soloist. Last year he conducted the Ruddock Interhouse Sing chorus.

Glenn Prestwich, a sophomore who wrote music for last year's production and is a member of the Glee Club, will play the title role.

The magical Potter in the old castle will be played by the president of the Drama Club, Jeff Mollet, a junior. Last year, Prestwich enjoyed the militaristic general in the Drama Club's production of The Night of the Nyctane More. Potter was producer of A Night of One-Act Plays for the Drama Club.

The role in Edward Albee's American Dream, the title role, will be held by Karen Gilbert and Shari Friedland, both seniors.

($99.50 JET to AMSTERDAM $119.50 JET to PARIS $149.50 roundtrip French Course included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE PARIS.)

$399.50 JET to AMSTERDAM French Course included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE PARIS. ---German Course available at SIERRA TRAVEL, 214-0729 973 S. Market Blvd., Sevier Hills

Make your financial partner in fulfilling your language requirement: inquire about tutoring services at BERLITZ, THE LANGUAGE CENTER 170 South Lake Ave. Pasadena 5Y 5-3988

"The Rival Grandfathers" by J. R. Reid. Another enduring study from Security Bank's "Famous Painters" series. We'd like you to think of Security Bank as being eminent, too. Start a permanent banking relationship today.

THE TRAVELERS 2 Wildly Funny FOLK MUSIC

GLENDALE 734 S. Brand Reservations Phons 345-1994

PASADENA 24 N. Mission Reservations Phons 441-1994

a)

at the ICE HOUSE ($)

FOOL MUSIC and COMEDY

The Travelers Just Double the Fun

Two Locations

GLENDALE 734 S. Brand Reservations Phons 345-1994

PASADENA 24 N. Mission Reservations Phons 441-1994

THE DILLARDS folk music, Wally Walford

BRENNER & SHAPIRO Two Musicians, Musicians, Amazing Guitars

"If we had a Savings Bank Savings Account, we could buy you some decent clothes."

Answer key to last week's "Wretched Puzzle!"